
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA vs Westbrook Bulldogs Red 
ROUND 8.  4/9/2020 
ROFE PARK 
 
Rofe Park under the lights is the match everyone looks forward to and this time it had the spectacular backdrop of a lightning 
storm. The match began with the rain bucketing down and low clouds drifting across the lights like Dementors at Hogwarts. Finn, 
Hamish, Austin, Lachie, and Hugh were very busy in defence and did amazingly well to hold the Bulldogs to a single behind in the 
opening quarter. Our mids also put in a lot of effort. Jack and John saw plenty of ball. Will, Braden, Ben and Andrew put in some 
sterling work and managed to get the ball to our forwards with some nice runs and kicks, one of which led to Jeremy finding some 
space to kick our first goal and give Hornsby a slender lead at quarter time. 
 
Hornsby Berowra continued to fight hard in the second period as it continued to rain cats and dogs. Hamish and Hugh made some 
great tackles. Jonathan and Finn showed some nice skills to get the ball to our midfield. That was just about as far as it got. Jeremy, 
Henry, Lawrence, and Malachy saw very little ball up front. Hard effort and good support in the tackles kept the Bulldogs to one 
more behind to see a four-point gap at half time. 
 
The rain eased in the second half. Lachie and Hugh continued to tackle their socks off, Andrew was excellent picking up crumbs in 
midfield and heading off on a couple of runs. Hamish managed a couple of marks up front, but the Bulldogs edged the half with 
two goals and a behind that went unanswered. 
 
The Bulldogs also kicked the first goal of the final quarter, but Hornsby Berowra didn’t give up and Malachy kicked a goal after a 
great run and kick from Finn. With the game up for grabs both sides went for it hell for leather. The ball was getting to our forwards 
and it was end to end stuff. The Bulldogs kicked the next goal but still Hornsby Berowra kept trying. Ben and Andrew combined to 
find Finn up front who kicked a behind, and that was followed by the final score of the match, another behind kicked by Jeremy.  
Lachie failed to finish the match after picking up a late injury defending courageously again. 
 
This week saw more improvement from the Eagles after a great pizza filled training session on Thursday. The Eagles kept up their 
high work rate in difficult conditions. The slippery ball failed to prevent some nice marks and great runs. The coaches were 
delighted with the effort and performance. 
 
Goals: Jeremy and Malachy 
Player of the match: Hugh Cattle. Made lots of great tackles wrapping up players, kicked well, caught well, and was 
involved in all our best plays. 
Report by Steve Barton. 

 


